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Digital identity is an active area of private sector innovation. 
Most companies are focused on solutions for specific industry 
problems, however, many digital identity problems need 
industry-wide interoperable solutions

Our research addresses the critical infrastructure area of Banking and 
Finance, specifically cross-border transactions in regards to digital identity 
of non-person entities (NPEs). NPEs include corporate entities, packages, 
network system operations, and items associated with the Internet of 
Things (IoT).

Banking and finance is a valuable research area 
because of its attractiveness to black-hat hackers 
seeking monetary gain. We know this area is under 
increased attack, both in terms of attack resources 
allocated and innovative attack methods. Legal identity 
is important in the context of KYC (know your customer) 
and AML (anti-money laundering) regulation. NPEs have 
autonomy but are created and controlled by humans.

Industry-wide solutions must be forged collaboratively 
in order to address a broad set of digital identity 
and data privacy problems. This research sets out to 
understand the gaps in private sector digital identity solutions for  
non-person entities (NPE) in banking and finance.

CORPORATE NPE GAPS IOT NPE GAPS
1. Legal Identity of Corporations 1. Legal Identity of IoT Things
2. Conclusive Ultimate Beneficial 

Owner
2. Tracking and Auditing Goods in 

the Supply Chain
3. Conclusive Verified Corporate Data 3. IoT Security Standards
4. Corporate Delegation 4. IoT Self-Authentication
5. Real-Time Verified Identity 5. Data Integrity from IoT Sensors
6. NPE Responsibility

Entities, Identities, Registries: Introduction

OUR OBJECTIVE  
Research private sector 
companies’ digital identity 
and data privacy processes 
to identifying market  
failures, specifically in the 
area of Non-Person Entities 
in Banking and Finance.
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The data and the process
Looking for market failures is like looking for dark matter in the universe. 
We’re looking for something that isn’t there. To discover the unknown, we 
use a variety of traditional and foresight methods including background 
research, interviewing subject matter experts using a foresight protocol, 
and research on companies and trends in the marketplace. We analyze 
data several ways to identify use cases, problem-solution pairs, emerging 
problems, market gaps, and other impacts.
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What are the current conditions of NPE identity in Banking and Finance?

What is changing? What is the impact of these changes?
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What are emerging technologies or situations that introduce market failures?
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The NPE Identity Landscape
There is no single answer to the question: What is an NPE? Through 
our interviews and research, multiple definitions were used. This is due 
to different industries using the same terminology to describe different 
aspects of NPEs.

NPEs have two legacy definitions: one as a legal person (corporate 
entity) and another as a system process. A new definition of NPE comes 
from the “Internet of Things” (IoT), where smart things with internet 
communication abilities are an expanding data universe. For the 
purposes of this research, we focused on corporate and IoT NPEs in the 
context of banking and finance.

What is an NPE?
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COMPANIES (legal person)
An NPE that is a corporate entity.

SYSTEM (network system)
An NPE that is a software agent, bot, 
or other autonomous, unpredictable 
system process or node running on a 
network or computer.

At their core, NPEs are not people.  

Groups of NPEs

Groups of Corporations or Trade Associations that  act 
together as a collective.

Groups of IOT objects

THINGS (IoT device)
An NPE that is a thing - generally 
an internet connected device.
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“Nestedness” is when IoT devices are within another IoT device. 
A complex example is an airplane that has thousands of other 
devices in it. 

Companies own companies that own companies, and divisions 
are spun off into distinct entities all the time. Companies 
move assets, personnel, and liabilities between these semi-
autonomous components dynamically over time as a matter of 
course.

While the nestedness of internet-connected devices relies 
on the dominant organizational model of modern networking 
to resolve its nesting, the equivalent internal organizational 
complexity in corporate entities is rarely transparent enough 
for bankers to comply with regulations, regulators, forensic 
accountants, and other external auditors.

Entities, Identities, Registries: What is an NPE?

NPEs don’t just have relationships to humans,  
they relate to each other.



NPE Relationships
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NPEs and Humans
NPEs possess a variety of relationships to people. People create legal 
entities and act on behalf of the new legal entity. IoT objects have 
relationships with humans, collecting and sharing data, while a human or 
company owns the object.

Registries make corporations
Registries and the identifiers issued by registries play a key role 
in knowing and tracking who owns things. Corporations become 
corporations once they are registered in public government registries.

ID asserts 
name

ID assigned

Registering the corporation. An identifier is assigned when the registration of corporate 
charter is recorded. There is a loop between the assertion of an identifier and assign-
ment of an identifier.

Identifier originating from entity and pointing back
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Registries and Owners
In the U.S., registration of a corporate entity with the relevant state body 
is required before registering in international registries like GLEIF (inter-
national private registry), and before getting a DUNS number (national 
private registry) or a CAGE code (public registry).

Registration is required by entities like banks in order for them to recog-
nize the entity and set up financial accounts. 

Entities, Identities, Registries: NPE Relationships

Founder 
DocsREGISTRY

Corporate
 Registration

OWNERS

META REGISTRIES

PATENTSDUNS GLEIF

Corporate registration process and secondary registration

The owners of corporations file paperwork when they create the company. They assert the 
corporate name and submit it to a government agency which returns with a legal identi-
fier. This legal identifier is then used to create accounts at financial institutions and other 
businesses. 
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Ownership
People own corporations.
Ownership expands with the sale of portions of the company, 
and then as shares are sold, more owners come into the 
picture. 

Corporations can have wholly owned subsidiaries—such as a 
company nested entirely inside a company, usually the company from which 
it was born.

Organizations can own things.
Why do we care about who owns what in regards to NPE Identity?
• For tracking and auditing the supply chain.
• To know who is responsible when an IoT object goes awry.
• To know who is responsible for data collected or shared by an IoT device.

Entities, Identities, Registries: NPE Relationships

Who owns things?

THINGS ARE OWNED BY PEOPLE AND CORPORATIONS.

The government doesn’t keep registries of everything. It primarily keeps records of big 
things like vehicles and land parcels. Vehicles have serial numbers and are recorded in a 
registry along with the owner. 
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Registries
Humans, corporations, and things go through a process that results in 
the assignment of an identifier. As humans are born at a hospital, their 
birth is “certified” by a state-licensed clerk; “legal persons” (corporations 
and other corporate entities) are considered to legally exist after initial 
documents are issued by a state registry.

Registries that issue identifiers may or may not track an entity throughout 
a life cycle. The identifier from the original registry becomes useful to 
other systems who may use it to track the item.

Entities, Identities, Registries: NPE Relationships

Registration

PRIMARY

Birth certificate

Birth certificate

Identification

REGISTRATION

SECONDARY
REGISTRATION

People register stuff.  
Corporations register stuff. 

A parent registers a baby 
with the government to get 
a birth certificate. This birth 
certificate is later used to 
get an identification card 
and register the baby in 
other registries.

Registries
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Private registries 
Companies produce objects with serial numbers, and some are smart 
objects are connected to the internet. These companies keep registries 
of their products and the current owner. Smart objects may connect to 
the registries and download usage or other data into the company-owned 
registry.

Different configurations of NPEs
Various supply-chains, logistics, and IT startups in the blockchain space, 
have proposed specific protocols for industries that would provide  
end-to-end identity, tracking, and provenance services for industrial and 
logistics sectors, often with tailored legal capabilities. Vinay Gupta’s 
ambitious London-based startup, Mattereum, released a white paper1 
discussing how identifiable assets could be managed with a global NPE 
identity protocol. Mattereum proposes a legal, technical, and commercial 
infrastructure layer that documents on-chain property transfers and 
control histories in a decentralized, shared repository.  

REGISTER

REGISTER

Transfers ownership
to Corporation 2

The corporation that made 
the device may also be 
collecting data from it as it 
operates (the digital twin 
maintainer)

Corporation 1 
Develops IoT device

Corporation develops IoT product

Entities, Identities, Registries: NPE Relationships
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The legal and technical ramifications are massive, but a system of this 
scale (or, more generally, the kind of research and planning required for 
interoperability and global scale) is worth considering as this NPE-focused 
identity sector comes into maturity in the coming years.

1 Mattereum protocol: turning code into law

OWNERS, SHAREHOLDERS

BOARD MEMBERS

AUTHORIZED DELEGATE CEO

CFO

EMPLOYEES

CISO

$

AUA THO

Corporations and all their relations
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https://www.mattereum.com/upload/iblock/784/mattereum-summary_white_paper.pdf
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Delegation
All corporations delegate power to particular humans who take action on 
the corporations behalf.

One of the challenges faced by entities interacting with a given corporate 
entity is knowing who is a legitimate delegate of the corporation. 
Once that is determined, there is the need to know who has ongoing 
authority, because people change roles, quit, and new people are hired. 
Additionally, large organizations may have many corporate delegates 
that can only perform certain, delimited actions. Keeping clear which 
employees have which action power can be a challenge, even within the 
company. Is there a way for a bank to know who is an authorized delegate 
in real time? 

IoT devices have owners and also have delegated or authorized users 
who have the ability to access data and alter their behaviors. More 
problematically for data privacy compliance and for national security 
purposes, IoT devices can sometimes have secret, undocumented, 
or immutable communication channels built in, which “call home” to 
registries outside of their immediate network environment. These 
channels may send PII or other data to government or industry datastores.

$

CFO

Account

Delegation to person to 
 member of corporation
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Identifier  
Schema

Date What it iden-
tifes

Scope Description Standard maintained by

LEI 2013 Corporations Recent world-wide scheme to federate corporation 
registries in participating countries and increase 
interoperability/optional-sharing to streamline 
international KYC.

GLEIF’s LEI ROC

DUNS 1840 Corporations America’s biggest private-sector registry of 
incorporation documents, independent of the IRS 
registry of employeers. Has considerable saturation 
in the developing world, although the Latin American 
sector has been divested since 2016.

D&B

EIN  
(Employer  
Tax Number)

1974 Employers The Employer Identification Number (EIN), also known 
as the Federal Employer Identification Number (FEIN) 
or the Federal Tax Identification Number, is a unique 
nine-digit number assigned by the Internal Revenue 
Service (IRS) to business entities operating in the United 
States for the purposes of identification.

IRS

GEPIR 1999 Corporations

>100 countries

The GS1 GEPIR (Global Electronic Party Information 
Register) is a distributed database that contains basic 
information on over 1,000,000 companies in over 100 
countries. 

GS1

Open 
Corporates

1999 Corporations Meta-initiative to create a “unique URL” for every cor-
poration registered anywhere on Earth as (API-friend-
ly) OpenData. Since less legally binding, info is less 
secured/likely to be current, but often used to sleuth 
after corporate identities not registered in the above 
registries.

XML/JSON: Chrionon Ltd.

STA
NDARD  

MAIN
TA

NED BY

Identifiers

 *SCOPE:  Worldwide US Local only

 

Corporate Identity NPE Namespaces

WHAT IT
  

ID
ENTIFIES
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DESCRIPTIO
N

SCOPE *

DATE FOUNDED

ID
ENTIFER  

SCHEMA
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UUID (GUID) N/A Anything

(less US)

A 128-bit number assumed to be essentially unique 
despite centralized authority.  

IETF (RFC 4122)

Global Trade 
Item Number 
(GTIN)

N/A Any trade item A GTIN is an 8, 12, 13, or 14 digit number that is often 
connected to a barcode which is used to look up prod-
uct information in a database.

GS1

RFID/EPC N/A Any trade item 
or shipping unit

The Electronic Product Code™ (EPC) is syntax for unique 
identifiers assigned to physical objects, unit loads, 
locations, or other identifiable entity playing a role 
in business operations. RFIDs are radio transmitters 
encoded with EPCs.

GS1

Universal 
Product 
Code 
(UPC)

N/A Any trade item

(originally US)

The standard barcode symbology that is widely used in 
the United States, Canada, United Kingdom, Australia, 
New Zealand, in Europe and other countries for tracking 
trade items in stores.  

GS1

International 
Article  
Number 
(EAN)

N/A Any trade item

(originally 
Eurpoe)

The International Article Number (also known as Euro-
pean Article Number or EAN) is a standard describing 
a barcode symbology and numbering system used in 
global trade to identify a specific retail product type, 
in a specific packaging configuration, from a specific 
manufacturer.

GS1

Stock 
Keeping Unit 
(SKU)

N/A Any trade item

N/A

SKUs may look like EAN/UPC/GTINs, but there is neither 
a universal namespace for them or even any agreed-up-
on standards for their formatting.

N/A

Serial  
Shipping 
Container 
Code (SSCC)

N/A Shipping  
Containers in 
transit (+RFIDs)

The SSCC comprises an extension digit, a GS1 company 
prefix, a serial reference, and a check digit. 

The SSCC is created during packing at a certain party 
(shipping party) and loses its value after receipt by or 
after unpacking by another party (the receiving party)

GS1

 *SCOPE:  Worldwide US Local only

 

STA
NDARD  

MAIN
TA

NED BY

Things, Products and IoT

WHAT IT
  

ID
ENTIFIES

DESCRIPTIO
N

SCOPE *

DATE FOUNDED

ID
ENTIFER  

SCHEMA 
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Our research focused on discovering market gaps in 
NPE digital identity in Banking, Finance and the Internet 
of Things. 
We defined Market Gaps as problems that the market failed to provide 
a solution for. In most cases we categorized these as market gaps when 
there was a problem or need without a solution. However there were 
situations where current solutions became obsolete, fell short in their 
adoption, were costly for broad adoption, or were in early stages of 
development - thus potentially prolonging security vulnerabilities. We 
included these market gaps in this report. 

To identify the market gaps, we interviewed subject matter experts about 
NPE identity situations in the context of their work in Banking, Finance or 
the Internet of Things. We categorized the results of their interviews into 
use cases, with problem-solution pairs. We analyzed the problem-solution 
pairs to understand which problems lacked solutions or were otherwise 
deficient in addressing the problem.

We leveraged the results of our previous report, Gaps in Government 
Funded Identity Research, which focused on gaps across the digital 
identity sector. Some of the market gaps from our current findings fit into 
broadly defined areas from that report. This shows how the generalized 
market gaps find their way into a specific industry.

User 
Sign-in

Verified
Person

Consent and
Authorization

Trusted
Digital Identity

Trusted & Standardized 
Infrastructure

The Market Gaps
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MARKET GAPS INDUSTRIES IMPACTED

1 Legal Identity of Corporations Banking KYC, Trade

2 Conclusive Ultimate Beneficial Owner Banking KYC, Government, Tax, IRS

3 Conclusive Verified Corporate Data * Banking and Finance, Governments, Business

4 Corporate Delegation Banking and Finance, Government

5 Real-Time Verified Identity Banking and Finance, General Business, Tax

6 NPE Responsibility IoT, Vehicles, Manufacturing

7 Legal Identity of IoT Things Consumer Electronics, Digital Media, Supply Chain

8 Tracking and Auditing Goods in the Supply Chain Commerce, Logistics, Manufacturing, Tangible Goods, 
Supply Chain, Customs, Tariffs, Food system, Clothing

9 IoT Security Standards * Real Estate, Hospitality

10 IoT Self-Authentication * Banking and Finance; Logistics, Manufacturing

11 Data Integrity from IoT Sensors * Military, Security, Law Enforcement, Critical Infrastructure,  
Manufacturing

* Market Gap where current solution became obsolete, fell short in it’s adoption, was costly for broad adoption, 
or is in early stages of development.

Entities, Identities, Registries: The Market Gaps



Current Solution
Manual checks of legal paperwork, faxes, and extensive due 
diligence. At present, these required checks are costly in 
terms of resources and man hours required to satisfy KYC 
and AML regulation.

Potential Solution
An interviewee suggested the creation of “a G8 of KYC,” 
meaning the establishment of an international consensus 
regarding the organization of identity standards for KYC 
purposes. There are pilots and proof of concepts exploring 
the idea of digitally native organizational identity credentials. 
The Government of British Columbia plans to issue digitally 
native credentials in 2019.

Economic Impact
There are significant incurred costs for companies and governments 
performing their own KYC checks. These checks are often inefficient, 
slow down business, increase friction, and once performed, may go 
out of date with personnel changes. In addition, each company or 
government must perfect these checks independently with redundant 
individual costs for the service. According to a report by Consult 
Hyperion, “KYC and associated processes cost the average bank $60m 
annually.” For corporate entities, these checks may take months to 
complete full due diligence.

Digital Identity Model:
Verified Person

Digital Identity Sector Gap
1. Identity Confirmation “What 

legal proof is required? Is it  
a one-time requirement or  
ongoing confirmation?” 

2. Fraud “ID verification (e.g. KYC) 
via online video and mobile 
devices when opening  
accounts and restore baseline 
after an identity theft event.”

Legal Identity of Corporations1 Digitally native identity credentials don’t exist, nor do ways to receive 
and give verified credentials about an organization’s identity from an 
authoritative source.
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Current Solution 
A variety of registries are used to complete due diligence on 
a company’s UBO. These registries include private consulting 
and analytics firms like Dun & Bradstreet, international 
equivalents, credit agencies, blacklists of criminals, and 
delinquent corporate entities. However, there are limits to how 
far a bank can go to find the UBO, especially when checking in 
certain jurisdictions where information is not available.

Potential Solutions 
Our subject matter experts had several ideas on how to better solve this 
problem - mainly by working together to create shared infrastructure. 

1. A shared registry with shareholder tracking. If all shareholding is 
reported to a shared ledger, it makes it easy to see who owns a 
company and what percentage they own.

2. A verifiable claim-based ledger system for corporate ownership. 
This makes ownership transparent without losing rights to privacy. 
A technical innovation could help incentivize this essentially legal 
problem.

Economic Impact
It’s hard to quantify the cost of not conclusively knowing a companies 
UBO. Not knowing who the UBO is can result in tax fraud, enable 
criminal and terrorism activities and transactions designed to circumvent  
sanctions.

Conclusive Ultimate Beneficial Owner2 Finding the Ultimate Beneficial Owner (UBO) of a company is difficult and 
sometimes impossible. Banks aren’t required by statute to conclusively find a 
UBO before proceeding, but rather to make a reasonably good-faith effort to 
do so. In practice, financial institutions and government regulators are unable 
to conclusively determine every corporate UBO.

Digital Identity Model:
Consent & Authorization,  
Verified Person, User sign-in

Digital Identity Sector Gap
Identity Confirmation “The ability 
to give others allowed access to 
your account or data to do things 
on your behalf, e.g. delegation.”
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Current Solution
Corporate identification numbers (DUNS, CAGE, LEI) are used 
to verify that a company is real. In the paper-based world, you 
could send mail to the corporate address listed in the filing 
paperwork. Today, most companies have a corporate website, 
but these are easy to build to give the illusion of a substantive 
entity and do not necessarily verify a company’s information.   

Potential solutions 
Interviewed subject matter experts suggested technical 
solutions that use decentralized identifiers to give companies a digital 
endpoint for their verified data. This is similar to the digitally-native 
registries being developed by the Government of British Columbia. 
Denmark has also proposed a solution that requires a URL listed at the 
time of a company’s registration.

Economic Impact
There are initial costs (similar to KYC costs) for corporate identity proofing. 
These costs include accessing outside databases for information, 
confirming that data, as well as ongoing costs to keep this data current 
(see Corporate Delegation for details).

Digital Identity Model:
User sign-in, Verified Person 

Digital Identity Sector Gap
Fraud. “ID verification (e.g. KYC) 
via online video and mobile 
devices when opening accounts 
and to restore baseline after an 
identity theft event.”

Conclusive Verified Corporation Data3 In the digital world, there is no standard way to find verified corporate identity 
data, like legal name, address and jurisdiction along with the identification of 
authorized delegates who have authority to sign contracts, transfer funds, and 
take action on behalf of the company.

The same data is used in multiple registries, but how does someone know which registry 
has accurate and up to date information, especially if one registry is dependent on the 
data in another? Emails, phone numbers, and directions of rented office space can be 
unreliable as they are cheaper and easier to acquire than in the past. Paperwork filed to 
create corporations does not put you in direct contact with the entity. 
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Current Solution
Banks and government systems ask for manual updates of 
authorized delegates from companies based on internally 
defined risk categories. Banks ask for updated information 
every 1, 2, or 3 years. Some government agencies ask for 
updates every 30 days. There is propagation latency, even 
when filed on time, information can be 2 months and 29 
days out of date; not to mention timely filing isn’t stringently 
enforced.

Potential Solution
None suggested.

Economic Impact
It is hard to estimate the economic costs of this market gap, but 
we suspect there are current costs associated with fraud and 
lost taxes. (Panama Papers uncovered billions in tax evasion, 
but it is hard to estimate details.) 

Digital Identity Model:
Consent and Authorization

Digital Identity Sector Gap
1. Delegated Accounts: Access 

Control “Provisioning and 
deprovisioning enterprise 
IDs on multiple systems with 
multiple access controls when 
staff is hired, changes roles, or 
leaves.”  

2. User Experience “Provisioning 
and deprovisioning enterprise 
IDs on multiple systems with 
multiple access controls when 
staff is hired, changes roles, or 
leaves.”

3. Verified Person. “Security 
concerns when verifying 
account holders using 
passwords, 2FA, security fobs, 
and/or encryption.”

4. Verified Person. “Dealing 
with composite identities and 
corporate permissioning: 
giving and revoking account 
access due to being hired, 
changing roles, or leaving.”

Corporate Delegation4 Companies have humans that enter into contracts, make financial transactions, 
and take other actions the corporation. There are processes to initiate this 
delegation, as well as the need for up-to-date information of who remains 
authorized.
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Current Solution
There is no current solution.

Potential Solution
The authors are see a possible solution by using verifiable 
credentials issued to individuals by corporations that contain 
the rights they have been delegated. 

Economic impact
It’s hard to estimate the economic impacts of allowing an unauthorized 
person to take action on behalf of a company. One subject matter 
experts shared a story of CEO fraud, where criminals spearphished a 
corporate account and convinced CEOs to transfer millions of dollars 
to the criminal account. These kinds of fraud stories are rarely publicly 
shared, as most organization keep these losses private. Some banks and 
businesses impose delays or artificial “processing times” to allow for extra 
investigation. 

Digital Identity Model:
Consent & Authorization  
Verified Person, User sign-in.

Digital Identity Sector Gap
None

Real-Time Verified Identity5 Real-time updated identity information associated with corporate accounts, 
specifically which humans have the authority to take action on behalf of a 
company on a real-time basis. Current corporate delegation data is updated 
anywhere from 30 days to 2 years.

Building upon the previous gap, Corporate Delegation, this market gap identifies a 
missing piece: real-time confirmation that a delegatee has the authority to take the 
action they are requesting to take on behalf of the company. This situation goes beyond 
the initial authorization of an individual to real-time confirmation that the individual has 
the authorization at the time of the action to take the action, e.g. a bank transfer, sign 
documents or other actions on behalf of a company.
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NPE Responsibility6 A company (which is an NPE) owns robots (which are NPEs) that work in a 
factory. A company (an NPE) manufactures an autonomous vehicle (an NPE). A 
company (an NPE) manufactures a pacemaker (an NPE) and also collects data 
about the pacemaker’s system as well as data about the human system whose 
the device is embedded in. 

Who is responsible for the actions (that are the result of the programming) of these IoT 
NPEs? As one of our subject matter experts commented, “Who do you sue when some-
thing goes wrong?” What is the relationship of the company that sells the NPE IoT device 
to the human owner (for example the pacemaker or autonomous vehicle), especially if data 
is collected or shared. What is the relationship to and responsibilities that corporations 
have regarding the IoT objects they create?

Digital Identity Model:
Verified Person

Digital Identity Sector Gap
New Areas for Identity - IoT. 
“If they could “bootstrap” the 
security and identity solutions 
advanced in the decentralized/
ledger space, VR, AR, and IoT 
devices would take a quantum 
leap forward.”

Current Solution
None suggested.

Potential Solution
Our subject matter experts, along with secondary research, 
confirm these are open questions. Potential solutions are 
explored in various jurisdictions, but there is no relevant case 
law rising to the national level in the US or the EU. 

Economic Impact
Unknown. It is speculative today, but this could become an 
issue in the future, for example the case of liability of self-driving car, or 
a factory robot, that isn’t directly mapped to an individual supervisor or 
“driver” but under corporate or algorithmic control. One potential solution 
could be implemented through regulation. Regulation has its own costs to 
develop it, pass the regulation, as well as companies’ cost of compliance. 

This is juxtaposed with the costs of liability, which are not currently 
accounted for on corporate bottom lines. This issue is similar to the 
way companies address general security vulnerabilities, cutting costs 
whenever possible and  implementing damage control activities when a 
problem occurs.
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Current Solution 
Some companies register their products in a company registry.

Potential Solutions 
Registries for IoT objects like for legal entities and humans.

Economic Impact
Registries of devices could conceivably resolve disputes 
over ownership or restore ownership of lost or stolen goods. 
Similarly, registries could trace not just ownership but also liability or 
responsibility, in the case of dangerous or destructive devices. Registries 
of biomedical devices would Impact in biomedical research and health.

Legal Identity of IoT Things7 Identity is built into very few IoT devices. There are no universal standards 
or regulations around which IoT objects have an identity assigned at “birth.” 
There is a legal identity for humans (a baby registry). There is a legal identity 
for corporations (corporations are registered with a Secretary of State). But 
we have no equivalent for IoT devices. Some companies give their IoT devices 
an identity - but not all IoT devices have one, nor are they required to have 
a legal identity before being sold in the marketplace. Some companies keep 
registries of their manufactured devices, biomedical devices like pacemakers 
or jet engines.

Digital Identity Model:
Verified person

Digital Identity Sector Gap
Verified person. “Verifying device 
access: phone, IoT, vehicle.”
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Current Solution 
“Watermarking” and authenticating licensed goods is cost-
effective in high-end luxury goods, however, piracy in media and 
low-end goods has not been worth policing. Existing regulatory 
frameworks like AOC designation in Europe or fair-trade 
certification boards are stop-gap solutions.

Potential Solutions 
Tracking systems on public or semi-public ledgers are intriguing from a data 
structure perspective. Current prototypes rely on a kind of QR code, which 
can be low security, or a transmitter, which may be inhibitively expensive.

Economic Impact
• Producers of licensed and proprietary products lose portions of their 

revenue to piracy. End-consumers get frustrated when they pay proprietary 
prices for believable fakes, especially when no one can confidently 
distinguish the difference.

• Governments lose tax revenue since most pirated commerce takes place in 
the grey or black markets. 

• Governments get inaccurate numbers about pollution, environmental 
externalities, and economic data from the grey and black markets of piracy.

• Debates around responsibility for international piracy (such as Chinese-
produced forgeries flooding foreign markets) can create trade and 
geopolitical friction.

• Increased efficiency for shipping manifests, CBP processing and auditing.

Tracking and Auditing Goods in the Supply Chain8 Many goods are tracked and audited as they flow from manufacturer through 
the supply chain to the destination. While many goods are tracked with a 
barcode or serial number, there is the desire to more thoroughly track goods 
in the supply chain, including their components, sources of raw material, and 
the chain of custody. This information could differentiate between a licensed 
and unlicensed product as well as verify any origin claims. For example, is a 
bottle of sparkling wine, champagne from France or prosecco from Italy? This 
could also track which factory manufactured which electronics and where 
they were imported.

Digital Identity Model:
Verified Person

Digital Identity Sector Gap
Data Security and Interoperability
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Current Solution 
None.

Potential Solutions 
Potential solutions are in development, but uptake is 
slow. NIST’s Interagency Report on Status of International 
Cybersecurity Standardization for the Internet of Things, 
outlines guidelines for securing IoT in general, however its 
section on “consumer IoT” (including examples of home 
devices) in no uncertain terms specifies that the bulk of 
manufacturers and users aren’t prioritizing security enough in 
the current market. 

IoT Security Standards9 Smart homes, surveillance devices, connected appliances, and vehicles have 
persistent and structural vulnerabilities that makes them difficult to secure 
for many real-world situations. Many tools are designed with weak security 
and are vulnerable to “IoT takeovers.” A February 2018 report by NIST, 
Interagency Report on Status of International Cybersecurity Standardization 
for the Internet of Things, points out that a “smart light bulb” may be the 
weakest link on a network that enables an intruder to “island hop” to other 
devices on its network. Consumers are often not aware of these security 
vulnerabilities and the bulk of IoT devices are not designed with sufficient 
granularity for complex identity and security features.

“Securing IoT devices is a major challenge,  
and manufacturers tend to focus on functionality,  
compatibility requirements, and time-to-market  
rather than security.” 
—Interagency Report on Status of International Cybersecurity Standardization

Security researchers like Bruce Schneier have outlined catastrophic scenarios where 
malicious attackers could start widespread fires by attacking devices that have the 
ability to create heat in a home—like a toaster. One fire started by a malfunctioning 
device could be put out, but imagine 1000’s of fires being triggered simultaneously in a 
major US city. 

Digital Identity Model:
Trusted and Standardized 
Infrastructure

Digital Identity Sector Gap
Privacy of connected devices. “IoT 
objects often function in groups 
and some are connected in a 
peer-to-peer manner while others 
are more hierarchical.”
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Minimal security standards could be required for sale in the market by 
regulation. More punitively, liability could be explicitly defined by statute 
to incentivize more robust security standards.

Economic Impact
The liability ramifications are largely a matter of speculation, however 
we can get an idea of some economic impacts by the size of the 
ransomware market. The cost of ransomware was estimated at $1b in 
2016 and $2b in 2017. This is just one cost of insecure IoT devices.

One of the major reasons the Internet+ is so 
insecure today is the absence of government 
oversight. Government is by far the most common 
way we improve our collective security, and it is 
almost certainly the most efficient.  
—Bruce Schneier, Click Here to Kill Everyone
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Current Solution 
Hardware solutions are gaining a foothold due to more 
economical forms of “trusted computing” chips. Current 
examples present ways to encode PKI into chips that make a 
unique, immutable, hardware-located identity distinct from (and 
inaccessible to) software or firmware on any card or device that 
uses the chip. 

Adding a trusted-computing layer onto a network or a cloud 
IoT application is increasingly common, however it tends to require 
expertise and upfront investment; the market hasn’t matured to the point 
of extensive OTS solutions yet. Many IoT applications can’t safely be 
explored until trusted computing become more financially affordable.

Potential Solutions 
While trusted computing has technically solved this problem, it has a 
way to go to make it cheaper to manufacture and faster to integrate at 
scale. 

Economic Impact
Limits utility to high-exposure IoT applications, due to economic cost. At-
tack surfaces remain due to high cost to implement broadly.

IoT Self-Authentication10 The technical process of authenticating the veracity of the IoT device and any 
data collected by the IoT device. The highest level of trust is when a device 
can prove its identity without relying on other devices in the network to 
authenticate it, becoming “self-authenticating”. While Legal Identity (Gap 7) 
describes the legal identity assigned to a thing; IoT Self-Authentication uses 
built in identity to prove the device is the device it says it is.

Network-independent identity reduces attack surfaces by making the networking less 
spoofable. While this model is maturing steadily in some areas of the IoT world, it’s 
inhibitively expensive for most non-military IoT applications. Some IoT applications are 
waiting in a proof-of-concept stage to proceed to real-life applications once there is 
a higher level of trust in the device identity. Automatic identity of self-authenticating 
things could be a goal in industries where security schemata require increased trust at 
the identity level. 

Digital Identity Model:
User Sign-In

Digital Identity Sector Gap
Data and Application Security: 
Trusted computing.
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Current Solution 
Trusted computing solutions to push modern cryptography into 
an immutable hardware component and “sign” all data with the 
unique identity of each sensor in a way that is resistant to spoofing 
and interception with confirmation that it has not been altered. 
There are examples of secure-computing, self-authenticating 
devices, but until this is scalable to highly-constrained devices, it’s 
holding back lots of projects these industries are working toward. 
Network infrastructure can be adapted to incorporate PKI with 
secure-computing devices, sensors, IoT objects, but this is still in the “slow 
uptake” stage. This gap is closing, but it’s not fully solved. 

Potential Solutions 
Secure computing is maturing as a security paradigm for devices as 
sophisticated as personal computers and more robust smartphones, but a 
drastically more lightweight version (which may be based on the same, or a 
simpler cryptographic foundation) remains to be developed.

Economic Impact
Contamination or distortion of data from smart city sensors, lightweight 
devices that control utility grids or operations, and other cyber-physical 
systems could do serious real-world damage if an attack occured and 
it took significant time to detect due to failed monitoring sensors. The 
trustworthiness of surveillance data and real-time medical data are of  
self-evident importance.

Data Integrity from IoT Sensors11 How do I know the data coming off the sensor data is accurate? There needs 
to be mechanisms to know data coming off sensors, drones, and other IoT 
data-generating devices is reliable for high-security applications. Without 
better authentication or fit-to-purpose cryptographic systems, IoT won’t be 
secure enough for high-security requirements or life and death situations.  

“By hacking the video and sensors that closely monitored the 
1,099-mile Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline, the attackers were able 
to prevent operators from learning of the blast until 40 minutes 
after it happened.”  
—Ars Technica, 2014

Digital Identity Model:
Trusted and Standardized 
Infrastructure

Digital Identity Sector Gap
Data Regulations
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Our research found variables that added motivations 
and compounded pressure on the identified gaps. Gaps 
can be further analyzed through the following lenses.

Regulation
Regulation has helped shape the solutions we have today, and to date, 
AML and KYC laws have focused on the problem of understanding the 
initial UBO when starting a company or opening a bank account, with less 
attention to subsequent UBO changes. Regulation is one way to shape 
the future by codifying requirements that industries must follow.

• How can regulation be used to reframe the gaps and imagine solutions?
• How has the “speed of business” and other environmental factors 

shifted since the existing regulatory system was designed? 
• How has regulation contributed to changes in the structure of banking? 

Global Landscape
Regulatory and legal frameworks move slower than business, but the 
gaps in this report are increasingly global and require global solutions. 

Evolving regulatory frameworks in the 
EU (GDPR  and other data privacy laws) 
are changing the nature of international 
business, requiring companies to invest 
in technology systems that satisfy these 
new regulations. Companies respond to 
this regulation in different ways with some 
leaving those jurisdictions while others pay 
fines when discovered they do not comply.

The mobility of corporations leads to 
“jurisdiction shopping” and competition for 
relocation of corporate headquarters. How 
have nation, states, and tax laws shaped the 
world we’re in today?

Other Impacts
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NON-PROFIT INTERNATIONALISM
International transfers, grants, and donations 
between nonprofits in different countries must 
pass an “equivalence determination” to show 
the recipient nonprofit is qualified in both 
countries. This is an example where an old 
system of slow federation was circumvented 
by a workaround. NGOsource, a company, 
reuses equivalence determinations to speed up 
international nonprofit banking. We wonder if 
this kind of proactive federation could be used 
to get nonprofits onboard as early-adopters for 
a new registry for corporate entities?
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Scale
Solutions addressing NPE identity need to be robust and scale to levels 
that were not previously required. NPE Identity is growing faster than the 
human population. According to Gartner, they “forecasts that 8.4 billion 
connected things will be in use worldwide in 2017, up 31 percent from 
2016, and will reach 20.4 billion by 2020.” 

Formal Ownership
Governments define and support the enforcement of property rights. 
One subject matter expert made the point that property exists because 
governments say it does. Governments play a key role in helping the 
market form by hosting and maintaining registries of who owns what land, 
cars, boats, etc. Peruvian-born economist Hernando DeSoto articulates 
these benefits when using a functioning registry system. 

• Registries make assets fungible and accessible, which makes it possible 
for them to be combined, divided, mobilized, and used. 

• Registries make people accountable. This is why it is important to know 
who is behind an NPE.

• Registries fix the economic potential of assets by recording them in 
titles. 

• Registries protect transactions by tracking and making ownership trans-
parent.transparent.

Registries are one way to address the issues identified with NPE identity.
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This report has identified and categorized private sector market failures 
in digital identity technology for NPE. Some solutions to these market 
failure may seem obvious, whereas others are less clear. IoT NPEs are an 
emerging technology space, and we have just scratched the surface to 
understand their impact on national security. We think further inquiry on 
the items in Other Impacts section in the context of corporate NPEs would 
be worthwhile.

THIS RESEARCH SUPPORTS DECISION MAKING:
• To define and shape R&D priorities
• To provide external validation for R&D priorities and investments
• To understand private sector digital identity technology development 

in the context of the 6 areas of National Security. 

Information in this report is based on research funded by the U.S. Department of 
Homeland Security Science and Technology Directorate (DHS S&T) under contract 
70RSAT18CB0000028. Any opinions contained herein are those of the performer  
and do not necessarily reflect those of DHS S&T.

Conclusion
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